NEW NOVEL GIVES UNEXPECTED VIEW OF SUMMER CAMP
Author Eldot dares to tell the inside story at last
Portland OR, April 7, 2011-- Eldot, a longtime Portland resident, has launched his five
novel series Little J and Roger in electronic book form. Barr's Meadow is the first in the
set. It was first published in February at the e-Book service, Smashwords, where is
available for sampling and purchase. [http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/40718]
In addition, a Deluxe PDF version is now available at the website of Diphra Enterprises.
[http://www.diphra.com and http://www.littlejandroger.com]
Many stories about scout camp have been written and told, but this one is special.
Character driven, adventurous, and explicit, it tells about these essential steps in life with
a cheerful ‘Ooo: why not?’ attitude. The books aren’t naughty, they are just honest—as
well as entertaining. Of course, that makes them Adult Reading.
This story about love and discovery is not the usual coming of age drama. This one
begins at the top and keeps going. A lot of boys frolic, experiment, and discover
wonderful things. There are surprises and lots of fulfilled expectations. Very fulfilled.
Naturally, most of these are not “approved” activities. They take place during free time
and after hours. A couple of love stories are given the room to develop into what will
become lasting, lifelong relationships. Several others have that potential. There are over
six hundred boys in the two week camp, and the five novel series takes full advantage of
the resource.
Lots of information and freebies are available at http://www.littlejandroger.com
About Eldot, the author: Eldot, a simple cipher, is a nom de plume. Persons who need
to know the author’s name can discover it easily enough should they wish to utilize the
tools available on the internet. No one can be truly anonymous these days.
The novels are not autobiographical, but gaining a sense of who has written them is a fair
expectation. Eldot is retired; he’s lived in the Pacific Northwest most of his life. Mother
Nature has been kind to him in most respects. The illusion in his mind that he is still in
his thirties persists—if only his carcass would cooperate. But his physician happily
reports that he is easily fifteen years younger than the calendar reports, so there’s still
time for play.
Little J and Roger is his first venture into published fiction. Lots of urging and pushing
by friends and relatives was the driver, not any need or ambition to be in print. But it has
been great fun. If it is well received, he might do another. More about Eldot is available
on his web page at diphra.com
About Smashwords: Smashwords operates the world's leading e-Book publishing and
distribution platform. They make it easy for authors and publishers to instantly publish
and distribute their works through all major e-Book vendors including Apple, Barnes &
Noble, Amazon Kindle, Sony, Kobo and Diesel. They can be found on the web at
http://www.smashwords.com.
Contact: http://www.diphra.com/Feedback.html

